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Two-Photon Absorption of Nonclassical Light
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Two-photon absorption of light with nonclassical (squeezed) fluctuations is considered. Several
unique effects are predicted for various possible regimes. These include a linear (instead of quadratic)
growth of the absorption rate with the light intensity for weak fields, the possibility of a decreasing ab-
sorption rate with increasing intensity, and orders-of-magnitude differences between absorption rates for
phase- and amplitude-squeezed beams of the same intensity.
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Multiphoton absorption processes are known to be
very sensitive to the fluctuations of the incident light,
since they probe higher-order correlation functions of the
field than the more common one-photon processes in
terms of which the intensity and the spectrum (first-
order correlation functions) are usually defined. ' " It is a
natural question to ask about the influence of nonclassi-
cal fluctuations (in particular, squeezed fluctuations) in
such processes, now that sources of squeezed light have
become available. The close ties between squeezed
states and two-photon processes ' suggests that two-
photon absorption might be especially sensitive to the
unique properties of squeezed light. The results to be
presented here indicate that such is indeed the case.

Recent studies of unusual eA'ects in the interaction of
squeezed light with atomic systems have included
suppressed spontaneous decay, and subnatural
linewidths in resonance fluorescence and (one-photon)
absorption, ' among others. In these papers all the
modes with which the atom might interact (in particular,
all the possible decay modes) are assumed to be
squeezed. The possibility of observing similar, if less
dramatic, eAects under less restrictive conditions has
been pointed out recently. '' One may also note that in
lasers, in particular, it might be possible to observe in-
teresting eAects through the squeezing of only a few
modes.

The system studied here is simpler than most of the
above (conceptually, at least) in that only one mode of
the field is assumed to be squeezed. To be specific, we
consider an atom placed in a beam of squeezed light
which is near resonant with a two-photon transition.
The other modes of the field are in the ordinary vacuum
state, and no subnatural linewidths are obtained (to
second order in the interaction). Nevertheless, the re-
sults are unique enough to deserve notice.

Mollow' derived the following expression for the two-
photon absorption rate from a stationary field through
second order in perturbation theory:

wz=2Ig I '„dte '"" ' 6"'(-t, —t;t, t). (1)

Here I is the width of the upper atomic level, coo is the

atomic frequency for the two-photon transition, g is a
coupling constant, and the second-order correlation func-
tion G is defined in the standard way,
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The time arguments appearing in (1) make this a
different second-order correlation function from the
well-known intensity correlation function (see Ref. 14
for a discussion of this point).

The predictions from Eq. (I) for several kinds of
thermal and laser fields have been confirmed experimen-
tally. To study the predictions for squeezed states, it is
useful to consider two separate limits.

(i) Short lived at-oms If the.—atomic lifetime is much
shorter than any of the coherence times characteristic of
the squeezed light, the absorption spectrum will be ap-
proximately given by

vv2(to) =2 Ig I
'6"'(0) r/2

(r/2) +(2co —cop)z
' (3)

where co is the laser frequency. In this case the absorp-
tion rate depends on intensity fluctuations only ("bunch-
ing" or "antibunching"), as given by 6 (0), which is
the correlation function (2) with all its arguments equal.
The photon statistics of squeezed light have been exten-
sively studied. ' '

Consider an ideal squeezed state consisting of a
coherent component of intensity I, and a "squeezed-
vacuum" part of intensity I„. For the squeezed-vacuum
part we may take the light emitted by a degenerate
optical-parametric oscillator (OPO) below threshold. ' '
This system has two parameters, the (intensity) cavity
loss rate y and the ratio of pump amplitude to thres-
hold-pump amplitude which in the notation of Ref. 18 is
equal to 2e/y. The output intensity is given by

I,„=2ye'/(y' —4e') . (4)

In terms of I„I„,and y, 6 t )(0) is given by

6 (0) =I +I [4I,„+ (4I,„+2yI, ) I ]+3I, + 2 yI,
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where the plus and minus signs hold for phase- and
amplitude-squeezed light, respectively.

Perhaps the most remarkable feature of Eq. (5) is that
when I, =0 (pure squeezed vacuum) it grows as I„ for
weak fields. That is, by Eq. (3), the two-photon absorp-
tion rate grows l&nearly with the field intensity for weak
squeezed-vacuum light. While it may be argued that
this is not necessarily a nonclassical effect [no classical
inequalities are in fact violated by Eq. (5) when I, =0],
it certainly is a sharp departure from the behavior of all
known classical fields (such as thermal, or coherent, or
superpositions of both) for which the two-photon absorp-
tion rate is, of course, quadratic in the intensity for low

intensities.
The precise condition for the linear term to be larger

than the quadratic in (5) is

4t..& y,

as is easily obtained from (4). The value 4e =
y already

corresponds to a field which is squeezed 90% below the
vacuum level, so (6) is not a very restrictive condition;
the experiments reported in Ref. 17 did not go much
beyond this range of values. Still, it is only fair to say
that these are very weak fields. The condition y« I im-

plies, in fact, that the atom sees on the average less than
one photon during its lifetime (which, in passing, may
help explain the unusual eAect and also appears to sug-
gest that the quantum nature of light, in particular its
discreteness, is necessary to its understanding). This
does not necessarily place the eAect beyond the experi-
mental reach: One may recall, for instance, that Rabi os-
cillations for very few photons have already been ob-
served in the one-photon micromaser, ' and a two-

photon micromaser has already been demonstrated.
Turning now to the case when the coherent component

I, is nonzero, one finds that, also when condition (6)
holds, the term in square brackets in Eq. (5) is negative
for amplitude-squeezed light. This means that for fixed
I„one may have a decreasing absorption rate for in-
creasing I„i.e., the absorption rate decreases even as the
total intensity I, +I,„ increases. This effect is related to
the fact that as I, increases from zero, the amplitude-
squeezed light goes from being bunched to being anti-
bunched; since the atom needs to absorb two photons
simultaneously, the antibunching of light may lead to a
decrease in the absorption rate, at least for I, not too
large.

The same behavior is observed if I„is increased from
zero for fixed I, (one could think of starting with a
coherent field and then squeezing its amplitude fluctua-
tions); even though the total intensity increases with the
squeezing, the total absorption rate is easily seen to de-
crease initially. There are, of course, explicitly nonclas-
sical eA'ects, since they involve antibunching. Note also
that this last eA'ect is not necessarily restricted to very
weak fields, since the coherent component could be large.

The difference between the absorption rates for
amplitude- and phase-squeezed light may be even more
dramatic in the case of long-lived atoms, considered
next.

(ii) Long lived atoms -The (firs. t—-order) spectrum of
the OPO light has the two characteristic decay rates

y ~ 2t. . ' When the atomic decay rate is not much
larger than these, the full integral in (1) must be evalu-
ated.

Allowing for the possibility of phase diA'usion of the
coherent amplitude, the correlation function in (1)
breaks up into

6 ( —t, —tt t)=I e (e
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If the expectation value (E,~„+~(t)E„+ (t)) is calculat-
ed using the expressions available in the literature, ' it
appears to be time independent. In reality, however,
such terms should eventually decay to zero, due to phase
diff'usion of the pump beam which causes the phase
about which one "squeezes" to drift. If both the OPO
pump and the coherent component are assumed to
disuse in phase independently, at rates D~ and D„say,
the first two terms in square brackets in (7) average to
zero in the long-time limit; in fact, for the correlation
function to be stationary such terms should not be in-
cluded in (7) in that case (rather, they should be set
equal to zero from the start).

For these terms to contribute to a truly stationary pro-
cess, the two phases involved (OPO and coherent com-
ponent) must be correlated. This may be the case if the
coherent component has been obtained from the same
pump beam through subharmonic generation. In this
case the phase-sensitive terms may remain in (7), al-
though they need to be reevaluated according to the as-
sumption of correlated phase diA'usion. '

This is not necessary, however, if D~, D, &&I . Then to
evaluate the integral (1) these terms may be taken as
time independent. In this limit (but not, in general,
when the pump phase diffusion is important) the last
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term in (7) factors in the manner characteristic of Gaussian noise ':
(E,„(—t)E„(—t)E„+ (t)E,„+ (t)) =(E,„(—t)E„(—t))(E,„+ (t)E„+ (t))

+2(E,„(—t)E„+ (t))(E„(—t)E„+ (t))

and p, may be treated as a constant. The correlation functions appearing in (7) and (8) may be found, for instance, in

Ref. 17.
The main features of the absorption spectrum wz(ro) in the limit D~, D, &&I && y+ 2e' are the following. The spec-

trum is given by a superposition of Lorentzians of which the leading are the narrowest, which have the width of the
atomic transition (I ). Their origin is precisely the phase-sensitive part of the squeezed fluctuations (the terms
(E„+ E,„+ ) and (E„E,„)just discussed), and the coherent component. Explicitly, we have

vv2(ru) =2
~ g ~

[Ip +' (Is + ytgv/2) ]
2 2

+
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FIG. 1. Absorption spectra for coherent light (solid line),
light with squeezed-phase fluctuations (dashed line), and light
with squeezed-amplitude fluctuations (dash-dotted line). The
parameters chosen are 1 =0.1 y, 2E/y =0.2, and 1,=51„(see
text for details).

Equation (8) implies that for I, =(I„+yI„/2) ' the
leading terms in the absorption spectrum can be made to
vanish for amplitude-squeezed light. The next largest
terms in that case are much broader (of width —) —2e)
and correspondingly lower [by the ratio I /(y —2e)]. We
thus have the possibility of having a difference of
perhaps orders of magnitude between the absorption
rates for phase- and amplitude-squeezed light of the
same intensity.

This point is illustrated in Fig. 1 where e=O. ly and
I =O. l) (and the value of I, indicated above) have been
chosen. The actual degree of squeezing for this set of
parameters is rather modest (about 56%). The ampli-
tude-squeezed beam is also antibunched [g (0) =0.61.
The phase-squeezed beam is bunched [g (0) =3.4].
The absorption rate for a pure coherent beam with the
same I, has also been plotted for reference. The total in-
tensity in either of the two squeezed beams is only about
20% larger than I,.

Finally, the case when I «D~, D, &&y+ 2e and the
phases of pump and coherent component diffuse in a

correlated way may be mentioned. An example has been
studied corresponding to a specific assumption for the
correlation: namely, p, =&~/2, where p~ is the phase of
the pump, and the coherent and squeezed-vacuum beams
are taken to be superposed outside the OPO cavity,
perhaps via a beam splitter. The detailed results for this
case will be presented elsewhere. The main diA'erence
with the previous case is that now the dominant terms in
the spectrum all have the width of the coherent com-
ponent [4D, replaces I/2 in (9); cf. Mollow's' results
for long- and short-lived atoms]. It is still possible to
make the leading terms in the spectrum vanish, albeit for
a different value of I„' the next largest terms again have
a width of ) —2e. The ratio of the (on-resonance) ab-
sorption rate for phase-squeezed light to that for am-
plitude-squeezed light is then of the order of
(y —2e)ID, .

These results are not necessarily restricted to weak
fields, since in principle 2e could be very close to y and
hence I„[Eq. (4)] might be large. (In practice, howev-

er, difhculties would be likely to arise near the threshold
of the OPO. )

That the first-order intensity alone may be a poor
measure of the response expected in a two-photon pro-
cess was clearly shown for classical fields by the experi-
ments in Ref. 2. The present work shows that the effect
may be much more dramatic for light beams with non-
classical phase or amplitude fluctuations. In particular,
Fig. 1 shows that two-photon absorption has the poten-
tial to be a very sensitive detector of nonclassical
features, magnifying, so to speak, relatively small devia-
tions from "classicity. "
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